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BASIC NAVIGATION
1. When first accessing the web map
software, you will notice on the left
hand side the webmap console, which
contains four icons. The top is the legend,
which displays basic map information,
the measuring tool, which allows you to
measure distance and area on the map,
the graphics tool, which allows you to
create graphics on your map, and printing
options.
2. Just to the right of the of the web map
console is the zoom-in and zoom-out
feature, which allows you to adjust the
scale of the map and will also change
the amount of information that is being
displayed. As you continue to zoom in,
more information will be displayed. Below
the zoom feature is the home button,
which allows you to return to your default
scale. Below is the location feature,
which, if you’re actually working and the
field and want to know your location on
the map, can be used to find your exact
location in relation to the map.
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3. In the top right hand corner are display
features of the map. The left icon, the
map imagery, allows you to change the
background imagery of your map. The
middle icon, the layers, allows you to
select what information is being displayed
on your map. The right hand icon is the
bookmarks, which can help you navigate
back to default settings and scales. For
more information about the display,
please see below.
4. At the bottom left hand corner of the
map is the scale, which allows you to
see the scale of the map and estimate
distance. Next to the scale is the latitude
and longitude, which is linked to your
cursor. As you move your cursor about
the map, the latitude and longitude will
automatically adjust depending on the
location of your cursor.
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LEGEND
When you select your legend tool from the
webmap console, the legend information
about your map will be displayed. As you zoom
in on your map, more and more information
will be displayed in your legend. If there is any
information you don’t want to be displayed
on the legend, you can turn off information
layers under the layers feature (see Display
for more information). You can also select
objects on your map, like trails or points of
interest, and information boxes will come up
which display information like the length of
the trail, the name, etc.

Legend

Cleveland to Erie
Erie to Pittsburgh
PA Wild Wild West Route
PA Wilds Connector
Parkersburg to Pittsburgh (P2P Link)
Pittsburgh to Ashtabula
Pittsburgh to Cleveland
Pittsburgh to harrisburg
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MEASUREMENTS
The icon next to the legend icon is the
Measurement Tool. By clicking on the lefthand icon under Measurement, you can
measure area. By clicking on your map once
you are able to plot points to measure, and by
double-clicking, you will be able to complete
your measurement area. Your measurement
result will be displayed below. The middle
icon allows you to measure distance. With
each click you can plot points, and by doubleclicking, you are able to complete your
measurement. To adjust the metric of your
measurement, you can click on the drop down
triangle and selected your preferred metric, as
shown above. The last icon allows you to plot
latitude and longitude points. Keep in mind,
you can only plot one point at a time.
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GRAPHICS
By selecting the painters palette icon from
the web map console, you will be able to
use the graphics tool to put graphics on
your map. You will first select a graphic draw
mode. Once selected, you can name your
graphic, give it a description, and customize
the color, size, and transparency. To measure
the graphic you are creating, make sure to
select the “show measurement” option. As
you bring your cursor onto the map after
selecting your drawing mode, there will be a
small information box describing how to use
the tool. Then you can create your graphic.
Once you’ve finished your graphic, the
graphic information will be displayed in the
graphics list. Through this list, you can edit
your graphic size and shape by clicking the
Edit Button, which is the blue button with
the pencil. You can delete your graphic by
selecting the Delete Button, the red button
with the “X”. You can also edit how the
graphics are arranged upon eachother by
moving your graphic using the up and down
arrow buttons. To zoom to your graphic, you
can use the magnifying glass button.
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GRAPHICS
At the bottom of the Graphics Console, you
will see five additional buttons. The blue
magnifying glass allows you to zoom to
multiple graphics if you have the graphics
selected. The button next to that with the
two rectangles on it allows you to duplicate
selected graphics. The “X” red button allows
you to delete all selected graphics at once.
Next to this button is a blue button with an
upwards pointing arrow. This is the “Export
Graphics” button. By clicking this, you can
export selected graphics which you can
save and access later. For more information
about exporting graphics, see “Exporting
and Printing” instructions below. To the far
right is the “Import Graphics” button, which
allows you to import graphics onto your map
that you’ve already created. Once you import
your graphics, you can then edit them and reexport them.  
To hide all your graphics from being displayed
on your map, you can selected the “Hide
Graphics” option in the top right hand corner
of the Graphics List.
For live instructions for how to use each
graphic drawing mode, please watch “The
Graphic Tool” video, listed under WedMap
Assistance Tutorial and Webinar Catalog.
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   EXPORTING & PRINTING
To export the graphics you’ve made on your
map, you will go to the graphics list under the
graphics feature, select which graphics you
want to export by clicking on the small grey
box to the left hand side of the name, and click
on the blue button with the upwards facing
arrow at the bottom of the WebMap console.
If you are using a PC, this will be exported as
a “.json” file. Just save this file and you will be
able to import this file with all your exported
graphics later. If you are using a MAC, a new
browser tab will pop up that is just code. Copy
this code, open it in a word file, and then save
the file as a “.txt” file. When you import this
file later, your graphic information will be
imported.
To print your map, select the Printer icon at
the top of the WebMap console next to the
Graphic Tool icon. Select your desired layout,
format, and for more advanced printing
options, select the “advanced” button. Then
to print, select the “print” button.
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DISPLAY
BASEMAP GALLERY
To change the background image of your
map, select the left icon in the upper right
hand corner of the map – this is the Basemap
Gallery. From here you can choose to select
your preferred map imagery, as displayed
above.
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DISPLAY
LAYERS & BOOKMARKS
In the upper right hand corner of the map, the
middle icon is the “Layers” and the right icon
is the “Bookmarks.” If you want to limit the
amount of information your map is displaying,
you can access the layers and select any
information you do not wish to be displayed
by de-selecting the gray box to the left of
the layer name. Keep in mind, different layers
are visible at different scales, so at a thirtymile zoom scale you will not see layers like
“Important Features.” If you want to display
the layer information again after having it
turned off, re-select the layer using the gray
box.
To the right of the Layers icon is the Bookmark
icon. The Bookmark feature contains some
pre-loaded bookmarks of commonly used
map extents, but if you want to bookmark a
certain location and scale on the map, you can
do so by having the map and scale read on
your screen. creating a bookmark name, then
pressing the gray plus-sign button. If you want
to delete any bookmarks, just select on a
bookmark and then press the “delete” button
below.
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DATA DRAWER
The Data Drawer feature is found at the
bottom of your screen, accessible by the
small gray tab above the “Pennsylvania
Environmental Council” copyright. The Data
Drawer allows us to access all the information
available through our mapping software in an
organiz-ed, tabular form.
The different categories contain trail information which you may then select in the data
drawer, highlighting that trail data on the
map. Once selected, you may zoom to that
data, clear your selected data, or refresh your
content by selecting one of the corresponding
functions in the upper left hand corner of the
drawer.  

GoToTRAILS
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DATA DRAWER FEATURES
When accessing information in the different
Data Drawer category tabs, you can limit
the information being display by selecting
the hide/show column button, which is on
the right hand side of the drawer. This will
allow you to see all the different information
sets for each different category tab, and by
un-checking an information group, it will no
longer be displayed in the data drawer under
that specific tab.
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regional trail network
destination corridor
length in miles

GoToTRAILS

You can also access the hide/show column
feature under the options menu.
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DATA DRAWER
Through the Options Menu, you can also filter
the information display for each tab, such as
length in miles, specific destination corridors,
etc.  Once you have filtered information in the
data drawer, you can also filter information
based on the map extent, which basically
means you will only see the data visible at the
scale range you are on (to change your scale
range, you can use the zoom feature.) This
is also where you will be able to export any
data drawer information into an excel file by
selecting “Export CSV” at the bottom of the
options menu.
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DATA DRAWER FILTER
To filter the information being displayed in the
data drawer, you can add a “Filter Expression”
and an “Expression Set.”
These filter applications will allow you to set
specific parameters for any information being
display in the data drawer.
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DATA DRAWER
DATA DRAWER FILTER EXPRESSION
Adding a filter expression allows you to set
one specific parameter to your display data.
You can set parameters on numerical data and
categorical data. A filter on trail length in miles
would be numerical data, while categorical
data would be other data information. When
selecting your filter feature, you will see
options like “ORDER 01 (String),” and this
corresponds to the tabular order of columns
within the data drawer. As an example, under
the “Important Features” tab, the Feature
Name column would be “ORDER 01,” Type
would be “Order 02” and so on. Knowing this,
you can filter your categorical data based on
specific terminology, rather than on numerical
data.
You can filter with parameter options such
as “is less than,” “is exactly,” etc. This will
allow you to customize your data drawer
information as specifically as needed.
To remove a filter expression, simply click on
the “X” button to the right on the expression
and then select “OK” button. You expression
has then been cleared.

DATA DRAWER EXPRESSION SET
Expression sets can be created and function in
the same basic manner as a filter expression.
The only difference is that an expression
set is formatted to allow you to set multiple
conditions to your data drawer, rather than
adding a filter expression one by one.
You will use this feature for instances like
finding trails less than fifty miles but more
than ten miles, finding specific important
features within certain corridors, and other
searches that contain multiple parameters.
You can perform the same function of an
expression set by creating multiple filter
expressions.
To remove an expression set, simply click on
the “X” button to the right on the expressions
and then select “OK” button. You expressions
have then been cleared.
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